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1. Introduction. Let fi£D denote the group of cobordism classes of 
oriented Poincaré duality spaces of dimension n. (See [2] for defini
tions.) The Pontrjagin-Thom construction yields a natural homo-
morphism p:Çl%D—>irn(MSG) where MSG is the Thorn spectrum 
associated to the universal spherical fibration over BSG. 

N. Levitt [2] has shown that if n^3 (mod 4), then p is surjective, 
and if n^3 (mod 4), then cokernel(^)CZ2. More precisely, Levitt 
has shown that, if n ^ 3 , there is a subgroup S»CQ„D (it is likely that 
On = fi£D) and an exact sequence 

(1.0) • • • -* Pn -> Ö» ^ Tn(MSG) -> i V ! -> • • • 

where P n = Z, 0, Z2, 0 as w^O, 1, 2, 3 (mod 4), respectively. Further, 
i m a g e ( P w ) C ^ D is generated by the cobordism class [Kn] where, if 
w = 0 (mod 4), Kn is the almost parallelizable Milnor manifold of index 
8, and, if n^2 (mod 4), Kn is the almost parallelizable Kervaire 
manifold constructed by plumbing together the tangent bundles of 
two (w/2)-spheres. (Ké is not a manifold, but it is a Poincaré duality 
space.) 

Our main results, proved in §2, are the following. 

THEOREM 1.1. The Kervaire manifold, K*k+2, bounds a Poincaré 
duality space. 

THEOREM 1.2. The Milnor manifold, KAk, is Poincaré duality co-
bordanttoS(CP(2))K 

I t follows from Theorem 1.1 that the long exact sequence (1.0) 
contains short exact sequences 

0 -> 8« + 8 --> W4k+z(MSG) -> Z2 -> 0. 

Our proof of Theorem 1.1 can be formulated to show that this se
quence is actually split exact. 

Theorem 1.2 describes the short exact sequences 

0 -> Z -> Uu -> TTAk(MSG) -> 0 
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which occur in (1.0). For, 04* is a direct sum of Z and the subgroup 
of S4* of elements of index zero and [(CP(2))*] can be chosen as a 
generator of the summand Z. 

Since it is not known if Sn = fl£D, it does not follow immediately 
that the cokernel of p:^is—>TTAk+z(MSG) is Z2. However, this is, in 
fact, the case and in §3 we outline a second proof of Theorem 1.1 
(actually, the original proof), due to the first-named author of this 
note, which shows this additional fact. 

2. Proof of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. Suppose given a diagram 

/ 1 

i i 

where Nn and Mn are closed, oriented manifolds, VN is the normal 
bundle of Nn, %M is a bundle fibre homotopy equivalent to the normal 
bundle of ikTn, ƒ is a map of degree one, and ƒ is a bundle map covering 
ƒ. Then there is associated a surgery obstruction, s(Nn, ?)ÇzPn, to 
constructing a homotopy equivalence cobordant to (iVn, ƒ). The sur
gery obstruction, s, satisfies the following product formula of Sullivan 
[3]: 

s(L*h X N*, 1 X ƒ) = index(Z,4*) •*(#*,ƒ). 

If nssO (mod 4), then s(Nn
y ƒ) = (1/8) (index(Nn)-index(Mn)). 

Now, Theorem 1.1 is obvious if jfe = 0 since i^2 = 5 1 X 5 1 = r 2 . Also, 
there is a well-known normal map 

ƒ 
VT2 ~ * Vs* 

I f i 
r2->52 

with s(T\?) = l. Then s(CP(2k)XT2, 1X/) = 1, and the technique 
of surgery can be used to construct a (normal) cobordism from 
1 Xf : CP(2k) X T2->CP(2k) XS2 to g: W*k+2->CP(2k) XS2 where 
WAk+2 is the connected sum of KAJc+2 with a PL manifold F4fc+2 homo
topy equivalent to CP(2k) XS2. Clearly, FJ74*+2 is a smooth boundary 
since it is cobordant to CP{2k)XT2. But F4fc+2 bounds a Poincaré 
duality space because it is homotopy equivalent to CP(2k)XS2. 
Thus, the difference [PP*+ 2 ] - [F4*+2]= [i£4*+2]=0. This proves 
Theorem 1.1. 

For Theorem 1.2, we distinguish the cases & = 1 and k>l. If É = 1, 
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this has been shown by Wall, and follows from the fact that the index 
homomorphism O^10—»Z is an isomorphism. If &>1, we proceed as 
follows. Let H denote the canonical complex line bundle over CP(2). 
Then 24i? is fibre homotopically trivial. Hence, there is a manifold 
NA and a diagram 

N* L CP(2) 
where ^ = VCP(2) — 24:H. By the Hirzebruch index theorem, index (iV4) 
= 9, and hence s(N*, ƒ) = (l/8)(index(iV4)~index(CP(2))) = 1. Also, 
iV4 is smoothly cobordant to 9(CP(2)). By the product formula, 
s((CP(2))^XN*, 1X/) = 1. Again by surgery, 1 X / : ( C P ( 2 ) ) ^ X ^ 4 

->(CP(2))k~1XCP(2) = (CP(2))k is cobordant to g:W*k->(CP(2))k 

where W4k is the connected sum of K*k and a PL manifold V4k 

homotopy equivalent to (CP(2))*\ Since WAk is smoothly cobordant 
to (CP(2))k-lXNA

f hence to 9(CP(2))*, and since 74* is Poincaré 
duality cobordant to (CP(2))*, it follows that the difference [W4k] 
~[VAk]=[K4k] is Poincaré duality cobordant to 8(CP(2))*. This 
proves Theorem 1.2. 

3. Additional comments. Let K(Z2, 2k + l)->BSG(v2k+1)->BSG be 
the fibration which kills the Wu class % ( H D G ^ ( H 1 ) ( ^ 5 G , Z2) [ l ] . 
Let MSG(v2(k+i)) be the Thorn spectrum associated to the universal 
bundle pulled back to BSG(v2(k+i)). If M*k+Z is a Poincaré duality 
space, then v2(k+i)(MAk+z) = 0; hence the classifying map for the nor
mal spherical fibration, MAk+*-^BSG, lifts to a map Af4*+8 

—*BSG(v2(k+i))- I t follows that if the Pontrjagin-Thom homomorphism 
plQ^is-^Tuc+siMSG) is surjective, then the natural homomorphism 
7T4k+z(MSG(v2(k+i)))—>7T4k+z(MSG) is also surjective. 

In [ l ] it is shown that there is an exact sequence 

0 ->Z 2 ^ir,k+z(MSG, MSG(v2ik+i))) ^>H2k+i(MSG, Z2) ->0. 

I t can further be shown that 

imB.ge(v4k+z(MSG)-+T4k+t(MSG, MSG(v2çt+i)))) = i(Zt) = Z2. 

In particular, T4k+z(MSG{v2(k+i)))--*n'*k+z(MSG) is not surjective; 
hence p:^uiz—>W4k+z(MSG) is not surjective. 

This argument provides a homotopy theoretic description of 
Levitt 's obstruction to transversality, 7r4jfc+3(Af5G)->Z2, which occurs 
in the exact sequence (1.0). Namely, with the identification of their 
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images, Levitt 's homomorphism coincides with the homomorphism 

Tu+ziMSG^ik+siMSG, MSG(vto+t>))-
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